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publication on proportional mortality among Hanford
workers does not necessarily refl?ct the views of
anyone else, and any published report may be
substantially different. Likewise the attached
preliminary comments on the more recent analysis
by the same authors reflects only my personal
views.
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-

Review c f |*ancuso, Stewar , ', Kncale:

Radi ation Exposures of Han ford ',!crP.ers Oying

Frca Cancer and Cthar Causcs

I. Introduction

The studies of mortality in the Life-Span Studj sample of J. 'anese
~

A-bceb survivors and non-exposed controls, and in the Critish patients
,

whose s? nes were irradiated as par: of their treatment for cnkylosingi

~I0spondyli tis , have long been considered to be the best available basis for

the assessnen: cf long-term mortality. risk to human populations from exposure

to ioni:ing radiation. To a large extant this has been due to the large si:2

of these studies, and to the rigor with which they were carried out, but

another factor has been the relative simplicity of the exposures received, and

consequent ease of interpretation of the study resul ts. These stucies have

demonstrated that populations expose _d to external doses of ionizing radiation

have had increased mortality frca cancer in general, and certain cancars in

particular, notably leukemia, female breast cancer, and lung cancer. "arecver,

cancer mortality has increased ..ith increasing dose; that is, a dose response

relationship of radiatica to cancer crtality has been demcnstrated in these
3

s tu dies . Studies of atner irradia:ed populations aave confirmed these fincings'
3,
--

.

Mcwever, the greater part of the evidence for the carcinogenic effects of

icni:7ng radiatica has come fr:m the more heavily exposed part; cf the irr:Jiatad
.

pccui] icns, and esc 4ma;es o f ri sk for ; couiltiens er. posed 0 'cw doses of.

radi ttian have been obt:.ined by assuming a smcc h y increasing relaticnship

between cancer risk anc c:cic ti;" dosa. :nc f;;;'ng such a dose-res: case form

00 *O d7.Ca f :0 4 r. e ' Je r c'I ti r? JJngC; nI 2'~cs'ir;. U.e #'10 i a i 0 n ~ S f 0 '.

stan a c.:G ''a ' e d c n t'''sc estima'as !v.' > n ict sc in that i'. has io; ca ec

w.'4.q L y.tf: tou i.
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likely that we should ever have direct ;tatistical evidence of radiation-

induced cancers occurring in populations whose exposures tere governed by

ithese standards. This is not because no effect aas assumed to ex st at these

dose levels, but rather because the effect was considered to be so low :nat

practically unattainable sample si:es would be needed to demonstrate that any
~

excess risk existed.

The paper by 'iancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (hereaf ter denoted MSK)13' ,

describing a prcpertional mortality analysis of danford plutonium workers

with respect to individual radiation expcsures cbiained frca radiation badge

readings, is the first published report relating cancer mortality to routine,

monitored, icw-level occupational exposure to radiation. Their findings have

04- ccme as a great surprise because in an analysis / seme 3500 deaths, 2200 of them
~~

among exposed workers with an average cumulative dose of less than 2 rem at

time of death, they claim to have found statistical evidence of radicgenic

cancer in general, and cancers of the l>=;hopoietic system, pancreas, and lung in

particular. Their findings suggest doubling doses of around 12 rem for all

cancers as a group, 7 rem for cancer of the pancreas, 5 rem for lung cancer,

2.5 rem for lymphatic cancers in general and 0.3 rem for bene marrow cancers.

In additicn, they claim that most of the excess cancers have been caused by

exposures received before the age of 25 or after the age of 45, and that ages

25 45 are a period of minimal sensitivity to Icw-level radiation effects.

While the risk estimates cotained by MSK are an order of magnitude or

m. ore greater than thosa cotained in the vast majority of Other studies, they

cannot be dismisscc cut of hand, not least becausa tncy are cased on direct

cos crva ti0n of .:enitorcc and regul a ted incus triai 2x;csures. ~ timates basc:s

c e(q f C r3 m: 9
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on other exposed pc:ulaticns, on the other hand, acoly only by analogy to

industrici exposures. Also, it is not enough to point out me:hodological

weaknesses in the '1SK study that could conceivably h4/e hiased their results,

in order to fully assess the strength of their evidence it may be necessary

to improve the analysis. In other words, the task before the present authors

is to se2 whether the data used by MSK justify their conclusicr.s. .

The present report falls naturally into two parcs: a revieu of the

statistical mathccs used by MSX, withcut regard to the biological plausiaility

of their results, and a review of their ccnclusions, after any necessary

revisions, frcm a biological point of view. Our review is incomplete in that

we were unable to undertake a cohort analysis, including both living and- dead

workers, which we felt was tne apprcpriate analysis for the Hanford workers.
-

~

Instead, ae limited ourselves to the prcportional mortality approach used by MSK.

2. Review of Statistical Methods

A data tape was obtained frcm Cak Ridge National Laccratory giving cause

of death, exposure status, and cumulative dose at death and at 3, 5,10, 15,

and 20 years prior of deata for all deaths occurring between 194: and etember

31, 1973. Cur data set ccntained 2610 deaths, including 2228 2 men; expcsec

.forkers, as comtared to 3520 deaths, including 2134 among exposed :Orxers, in

the MSK series. As can be seen frca Table 1, the num ers of deaths and the

cumulative 20ses at ceath agr2e 911 aith thosa reccrted by MSX, ty cauce of

teath 2nd expcsure status. Exceptiens are the numbers o f tea ths -on extern;!

os e fo r .,0 coce s :c,, .. ., :c . ne nave 50.o.,, -,- ,,,

causes 1 . . . ; v u - v r. and One aver 2ge .a v. e

unable : cx; lain :ne ai#fcronces, Dut they do act 30ccar to 7e ." crtant.

U Mc . n]
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A potential source of bias in the ti3K analysis that particularly

concerned as was confounding betwecn cause of death, cumulative dese, and

age and year of death. For example, cumulative dose increases with time and

therefore also with age, and cancer rates vary with age and also, sometimes

over time. Our solu:icn was to test for dose relaticnships by a summary

14-17contingency table approach , adjusting for age at death in three levels

(20-19, 50-62, 65+) and year of death in three levels (1943-60, 51-67, 53-73).

Columni of the tables corresponded to radiation dcse intervals 0-24, 25-42,

15-64, 65-84, 35-104,1C5-2C4, 205 200, 405-604, 505-1CC4, and 1005+ centirems ,

respectively. A single trend statistic, based on the average dose values for

each of these intervals and the numbers of deaths in each, was used to test

- for increasing trends in proportional mortality with increasing dese. 'e s t

- results without adjustment for age and year of death agreed well with : nose

obtained by .'iSK.

In keeping witn the MSX practice of using average cumulative doses as

descr1ptive statistics, we have used averages adjusted to tne age- and year-of-

death distribution of all 2238 dea:ns among ex;csed workers.

Both the MSP test statistic ard the trend statistic described accve are

approximately normally distributed under the null hypothesis of no dose

relationship, assuming the dose distribution to ae accroximately symmetric.

Prenounced skewness af the dose distribution tends to skew the distribution of

both test statistics, so that extreme values correscencing to increasin;

proporticnal nortality for a giver cause vith increasing dcsa, judgec by the

acr:ality criteri n, aapear to be cr2 extreme than tney really are. Accor0'ncij.

the pracant aralysis ad Js:3 for skewness by a formula based on :ne :"iru an.

s':qtE'.9O e t , . a.
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fourth null moments of the trend statistic ^3
>'

.

The present analysis also differs frca that of MSK by including only

deaths among exposed workers. The ncn-expo:ed acrkers obviously dif fer ## m

the exposed workers with respect to job classification and length of employ-

ment, and demcgraphic differences scem nct unlikely. For example, the pec;cr-

tiens of workers who had been employed at Hanfoed five years cr more was .62
,

acong ceaths for exposed workers and cnly .11 amcng deaths for ncn-exccsed

wo rke rs . Prcpertionally more deaths accng exposed verkers than among acn-

exposed workers were due to cancer of the large intestine, rectra, and to

digestive cancers in general, to lymphosarcoma, ischemic heart disease, and

myocardial infarction; the opposite was true for cancers of the gallbladdar

and prostate, for unspecified neoplasms, chrcnic myocardial infarction, and acute

.

respiratory diseases (p4.05 in each' casa for a one-sided test).

Table 2 shcws summary contingency tables correspending to each cf the

diseases in Table 1, plus all cancers. The analyses were computed using '0.

dose intervals, but observed and expected values have been summed for acjacert

dose intervals to give a more ccmpact presentation in Tacle 2. Only for cancer

of the pancreas and multi?le myelcma is there any marked association f :cse

with proportianal mortality. In the case of pancreatic cancer, the asscciaticn

hinges on 5 of the 32 cases having cumulative doses over 10 rem, anile tnat for

myelcma depends an 3 of the 3 cases having doses :ver IJ rems. If we ignore

the ncn-cancers and consider that ccmpariscns aere made for 15 secarata cancers,

it is not uni'kely nat at least one of tnese should have corres:cnded t0 as

extreme a p-value 3s those ct ained for myeloma anc cancreau c cancer (ar:~; .T.}

purely Oy chance, out t i: uni ;cly that two sucn cercec c-valus .cul ei

-

occur by chance. There'cre , the data sugges * bat one cf :".e *wo cart.cri, -:.

6',RI l.0-
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not necessarily both, nay be associated with doce. The as:cciation is not neca:-

sarily causal, in the sense that both dose and the cancer could be cau:all /

associated with a third variable, but not witn each other.

The MSK analysis locks not cnly at cumulative dose at the time of

death, but also at various intervals before death. The approach is not

unreasonable, in the sense that the latent period of a radicgenic cancer could

make all ex;csuras within a certain '. umber of years before death irrelevant *c

the cause of deaths, but the apcroach nevertheless increases still fu r *h a r

the chances Of finding apparent associations ber een dose and certain cancers

that are purely fortuitous. We have repeatad the analyses of Table 2 cnly

for cumulative deses 5,10, and 15 years befcre death. Table 3 gives adjusted

,
average cumulative deses correspending to each interval before death and

eacn cause, plus the p-values obtained from the appropriate contingency table-

analyses. For each interval before death, :he average cumulative dose fcr all

deaths is also given. The pattern of dose 3* 5 years before dea th is similar

to that at death, except that the average dose value- for cancer of the cancreas

ka;s7'aci'vas hi gn (p barely less than .05) . At 10 years before death, :ne
> ~ ; ., a lea

dose distribution for all cancers, as a grcup, is barely suggestive of a dose

relationship, and the same is true for cancer of tne kidney. At 10 and 15 year;

before death, the dose cistributions for dea:ns from myeloma are extreme, so

much so that the pat *ern is reflected in :ne trend tests for all lymonacciatic

cancers as a group, descite the very low average dcscs for lymoncocic:ic

cancars c:ner than myelcma. The asscciation re:cr*.cc cy :'il for 1;ng c;ncer

apparently was an artifact of an increasing mand over time of to:n 'ung

canccr incic." ce anc c.mia: .<c cosc, ce w :2 t'e acjus:ce malyn's :c.'- c:

67S111
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suggest a dcse relationship for lung cancer.

Overall, tne analyses summari:2d in Table 3 strengthen :he evidence

for an association bet. cen radiation dose and yeloma , and pernaps slijntly

weakens the evidence correspcnding to pancreatic cancer. 7here is no evidence

of a dose relationsP's for cancers other than these two, considared as a

group. Although c .acar of the kidney appeared to be ,teakly associated with ,

dose at 10 years before death, the evidence is weak indeed.

A comparison of Observed proportional mortality with that ex:ectec
'

according to national :Ortality rates for white mc:es'9 resulted in the

folicwing observed / expected ratics for groups of cancers and pancreatic canter,

myeloma,and leukemi-: in particular (the packaged program did not allcw multiple

,
myelcma, ICD 203, to je treated separately)-

. non-ex;osed exposed 10+ rem

All cancer (120-209) 236/237 449/405- 20/15.5

Mount and snarynax (14^-119) 9/8.1 14/13.9 1/0.5

Digestive organs (150-154) 57/76.5 146/124 5/46

Pancreas (157) 19/13.4 32/23.1 5 /1. 0 "

Respiratory system (150-153) 56/53.6 138/125 5/5.0

Lym hatic system (200-203) 12/24.4 47/42.1 4/1.5

Myeicma, etc. (202,203,208) 4/4.1 10/7.7 3/0.35-*

Leukemia (20*-207) 9/10.4 11/17.2 1/C.52

p<,05 pc.01* **

3esides the already acted hign-dcse exces:es of myelc.ma ar.d cancreatic canc:: ,

unich accounts for scmchnat more than the 00 serve d hi;'-dose excess O f all

:ance , nc .adic resai ts include a s ta tis ti:]Ily 2 1 Jn ' #i:2n . e <: ass O f 111

CarC0rs 31.d a nCH-si;".i#ican: c0 * ici: O f '. e L3.J ni a I LC n g 3 ' ' 0x?Oscd 20rk s.
"

''

4 .'':
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The excess cancers, in the absence of a dose-response relation, invite a1_j

explanation in terms of population se'ection, and the deficit of leukenias

emphasizes the lack of any dose relationship for these most radiosensiti /e

cancers. '3 ken together, the similar but separately non-signi ficant excesses

of pancreatic cancer in exposed and non-ex;csed workers give a borderline

significance value (p<.05). Pancreatic cancer is known to occur at higher

than usual levels accng chemical workers , and the above result suggests

the pcssibility of involvement of an occusational carcinogen cther than

radia ti on .

The doubling dose estimates obtained fec= adjusted averages are not

.
greatly different frca those obtained by MSX, at least for the two cancers for

wnich a dose relationship seems most plausible: 1.5, 0.9, 0.3, and 0.2 rem,

. respectively, for myeloma at death and 5,10, and 15 years before death, while

for pancreatic cancer the correspending esti. cates are 5.1, 5.5, a.8, and 7.3-

For all cancers as a group the dcubling dose estimates are 107, 79, 25,rem.

and 12 rem, depending on the period before deatn. It is difficult to :ake

such estimates sericusly; even under the best of circumstances the doubling

dose estimate has a relatively large error ocund because it is distributed as

the ratio of two randcm variaoles, and given the small numbers frc the

present data, the error bounds should be very large indeed.

The MSK a stract contains :wo sen:ences . The fi rs t s ta tes tna t the Han ford

data show that sensitivity to the cancer induction effects of radi: tion is at

a lcw abb between 25 and 25 years of age. We can #inc no stati;;ical justi#i-

cation for this conclusion. The statement ap; ears 0 ;c tasec :n cmcariscr,

of ave 13e ct::ulative doses at given ages , meng .,crker; amal je; ay th;;

age .no .c : not yet : icd, but ano cied be~;re '.271 acrxers anc e cause :f

(c.I,C,1.1Tlu m-
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death was not cancer had smaller crude average deses than workers wno died

of lymphopoietic cancer, or workers who died of cancer of the pancreas, lung,

brain, kidney, or large intestine, at ages 45- or under 25 but not at ages

The comparisens, :hich are based on both exposed and ncn-exposed workers ,25-45.

are affected by the recruitment of new workers mostly at young ages, and by

mortality mostly at older ages. In fact, at ages over 55, the changes in

average dose with increasi'ng age can only reflect mortality, because presumably,

exposure stcps with retirement. In this connection, the estimated doubling

doses in Table 22 of MSK for cancers of the pancreas, lung, brain, kidney and

large intestine, as a group, have an unreal quality; they include the values

0.1 rem for cumulative dose at age 22, 70 rem for cumulative dose at age 50,
7

' and 0.9 rem for cumulative dose at age q[8.

-

3 Radiobiological Considerations
.

As a transition from statistical to biological considerations, it may be

helpful to inquire what wculd be the reaction to the 'iSK study, and to the

above reanalysis, if all the doses were multiplied by a factor of 10. We do

not believe the MSX statements about radia-sensitive ages wcui d be any more

acceptable, but their claims of radiation dose relationship for varicus cancers

would seem more reasonable. That is because other studies have also suggested

the existence of radicgenic cancer, including myelcma and cancreatic cancer, at

doses of 100 rem or more"~'O''''''?'
a '

'. The results of the reanalysis aculd also'

seem plausible, because usually, higher dcsas tnan these of the Han forc scr'te's ,

ti cs '.0, havo been rcquired to de .cns trata radia: ion ef fect; for cs :alid

tumo rs . Cnij :ne aosanc2 of a leukemi a e ffect, in the presence ;f ef#c :s #:-
D e''qysO ut

-- ' 1 4

Jancrea t' c ::. ca r and myel ona , .icul d scem remar(acl e .

W.cs ':C2ive3 by *.'ie :4an''cri ,,crkers, i is "c: : U r""i ; lg *' 'at t 'O :.
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no leukemia effect has been demonstrated, because no other study has suggested

an effect for adults exposed to such icu deses. In this connection, it is

distinctly unhelpful that "SK have lumped myeloma with myeloid leukemia as

" bone marrow cancers", and the ICD codes 200-209 as ''RES neopl asms" . The

effect is to suggest that a leukemia effect was found unen, in fact, there is

no suggestion of a dose relationship for any RES neoplasm except myelcma.
91

It is interesting that a recent survey of mortality among U.S. radiologists ~^

found that among cohcrts entering practice in 1920-1929, 1930-1939, and 1900-

1949, excess leukemia, as compared with physicians in other specialties, was

observed only for the two older cohorts, nhile excess lymphoma, and especially

muliple myeloma, was observed only in the two younger cohorts. That is, leukemia

rates among radiologists have decreased, and lymphoma rates have increased,
-

during a period of presumably declining occupational radiation exposure among_,

members of this specialty. The authers of that study hypcthesize that
,

frequent low-dose radiation exposures may have different effects than fewer

and higher-dose exposures, resulting in stress on the immune system that increases

risk of lymphoma rather than leukemia. The hypothesis is tentative, reflecting,

among other things, the very small numbers of lymonomas involved, ut it is

interesting that it is similar to an implied cnclusion of 'iSh, /i z, tna

extremely fractionated exposures may have effects qualitati tely di fferent from

those of exacsures delivered in larger fractions. Of course, the hypothesis

with respect to raciologists assumes a similarity batween mal'.iple myclona

and lymchemas ahil: '1SK nave assumed mul tiple myeloma 00 De 2 bcne mar"Cu

cancer c!0seiy related t :nyeloid leukemia, but nei ther of these tuo associ a ti:ns

are crucial to the hy00thc;; s ,

A study of ::ncar inc Jan:: amon- .cmen cx;csed *c mul t" l e ches: ''.cro;;;,;c-

> , .7 < r,
*

C ( i ' '.i d
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during pnrumothorax treatment at .&ssachusetts tuberculosis sanitaria found'''

a
2 leukemias versus 1.2 expected accoqing to population rates among exposed

women and 1 leukemia versus 0.7 expected among patients not given neumothorax

therapy; there were no multiple myelomas in the exposed and 2 in the ncn-exposed
9

and 3 other lymphomas in the exposed and 1 in the ncn-exposed 2 . The ex;csed

women received, on the average,100 exposures of about 1.5 rads each in

terms of average breast tissue dose and probably somewhat less to the spine.

While there are obvious differences between the radiation ex?osures of .he

pneumothorax patients and those of the radiologists and the Hanford acrkers,

fractioni:atica of exposures in this case did not result in atypical findings

with respect to cancers of the lymphatic and haemopoetic organs.

If the estimated radiation risks for myeloma and pancreatic cancer are
'

discounted because of their disagreement with the results frcm other studies
-

it does not follow immediately that no radiation relationship is reflected

in these data. The most serious possibility is that the monitoring of radiation

exposure has been defective. Radiation badges are not equally sensitive to
~n

all types of radiation, and are not generally considered to be ideal d simetars''.

However, the absence Of a leukemia effect argues against this ;ossibility.

Another possibility, ahicn was considered by 'tSK, is that monit: rec

external dose may have been correlated with ex;osure to internal radiation

emitters. The .iSK treat. ment of tnis possibility is not conclusive, leaving

it open as a ;ossible explanation of t.*eir findings. Hcuever, an incui ry to the

rc.di s ti on conitoring grou; at Hanford disclosed that the "S7 de#ini tion of

ex;osure to internal emitters inclucec any 00 i .ive Jrinalysi s , includi ng

tho s e l a ter .ie tar ~.i ned :: be due to cont:cination of the samcle. Since : cst

suca readin;s .ere deter-ined to bc #aise pcsi-ives on the iasi: af f01.au-u0

- g
L t (r . .351.6,
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exami n a tion s , the MSK data on exposure to internal emit:crs are essentially

valueless.

The possibility of an occupational exposure to other carcinogens, such as

chemicals, would require an analysis including occupational group.

4 Summary
.

An analysis of the MSX data adjusted for age and date of death reduces the

number of cancers for which radiation dose relationshio can be sugges:ac to

two, myeloma and pancreatic canuer. inere is no suggestion of a radiation

relationship for lymphatic cancers other than myeloma, or for solid tumors of

sites other than the phncreas, with the possible, and very weak, exceotion of

the kidney. The MSX conclusions abcut variations in sensitivity to radiation

by age at exposure apcear to be untenable. ladiobiological consicerations,

including the results of other studies, suggest that the

excess proportional :ortality at relatively high doses for myeloma and pan-

creatic cancer is likely to be explainable in terms of a correlate of dose

rather than the radiation itsel f, althcuch the existence of a true radiaticr.

induced excess cannct be ruled cut withou- further analysis. A concr; analysis

:ne Hanford evperience would be a great improvement over the current pro-

pcr:icnal mortality analyses.

, . : qi. .*. mu o L s .: .f
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C< npar ! son of data used in the present analysis with those used by 11SK (Sea itSK Table 3) Average cur.ulotiva!.a le 1. ,

dose atoog esposed
Total deaths E.xposed workers ucrkers

G use of death Present MSK Present f1SK Present .;$K-'

*.b.n-c an( ers .

I,rective & Parasitic (000-135) 32 29 18 16 89 79

!'enign neoplasma (210-239) 10 10 4 4 39 39

% !inicerine f. talood (241-289) 65 54 40 34 243 153

lie r vous (290-369) 37 36 21 20 162 169
~)
74 Cc.cd i o va sc u l a r (390-46ft) 1 8l15 1837 1184 1149 168 167

Respinatory (460-519) 194 194 107 108 1 34 133
.mD.-

" ;y Dicestive (520-577) 140 139 86 83 221 190
.,

;) External causes (800-999) 243 450 145 271 164 156

y !o.idue (580-196) 100 101 55 57 79 151

Q* I yr.phopaiet ic cancers :

Iyn.phomas (200-202) 35 34 28 28 146 145

Nul t ipie !! elona (203) 11 11 8 8 1066 1066/

I/.chaLic leuk (204) 3 3 2 2 29 29

I X lolitieuk (205) 12 11 6 6 223 223

R siGue (206-209) 5 5 3 3 19 19

SoliJ tunars.

. :aa t h t2 pharynx (140-149) 23 24 14 14 130 152

Sto: wh (151) 38 38 26 26 85 86.

l.irge intestine (153) 63 61 50 48 168 171

;u i (154) 19 19 16 16 118 118''

.-
!! l t vi r & Gall tiladder (155-156) 19 18 10 10 56 58

P. .creas (157) 51 49 32 31 404 399

IO i i.n y (162-163) 195 192 129 130 214 249
i.A
~

Pro, tate (l3b) 43 43 21 21 87 87

r. i dn.: y (189) 23 21 15 14 263 281

utin:r GU (186-188) 15 15 10 10 123 123

Urain (191) 21 18 14 11 291 361



.

s .n,i v 2. ' oi.aury contingency table analyses of proportiondl mortality by cause of death, using cumulative
dose at tim of death.

Dose Interval (Rems)
of death 100 0 .2 .2 .6 .6-1. l.-4. 4.-10. 10+ Total Trend testt. .-

ilon eancers :

Intett. t. 000-136 0 4 7 2 5 0 0 18 .75
pasasitic E 6.6 S.0 2.2 3.2 0.6 0.4

Benign necpl. 210-239 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 4 .76
E 1.3 1.0 0.5 0.8 .2 .2

Endocrine 244-289 0 13 12 5 6 1 3 40 .30
1 blood E 12.5 9.S S.1 9.0 2.3 1.6

fle rvous 290-389 0 8 4 1 7 0 1 21 .52
r. Sense Organs E 6.8 S.2 2.7 4.5 1.0 0.8

Cardiovascular 390-458 0 402 293 152 241 SS 41 1184 .62

E 387.6 203.4 149.8 246.6 54.5 42.2
Respiratory 460-519 0 31 2/ 16 24 7 2 107 .53

E 35.7 28.7 14.3 20.6 '4.3 3.3
Digestive S20-577 0 31 19 5 22 S 4 86 .48

E 26.9 20.2 10.1 19.9 S.O 3.9
Hesidue 580-796 0 22 12 8 12 1 0 SS .96

E 18.0 14.2 7.0 11.3 2.6 2.0
i s t<a nal 460-S10 0 61 34 16 30 4 7 145 .30

.... a u s E 48.0 37.8 18.7 29.4 6.2 4.9
Can<ec. -

I:aut h f. 140-149 0 6 4 | 2 0 1 14 .44

cn h..i r yn x E 4.6 3.6 1.7 2.9 0.7 0.5

h 'to ah 151 0 8 10 1 6 1 0 26 .80.

d E 9.2 6.9 3.1 4.0 1.0 0.8
ts
N 1arge intestine 153 0 13 14 8 12 2 1 50 .71

\
E 16.0 12.4 6.3 10.8 2.5 1.9

.e tua 154 0 4 6 2 3 1 0 16 .56
E 6.0 4.S 1.9 2.7 0.S 0.4



( ~ .
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fcntinuation of Toble 2. Dose Interval (Rems,

Cause of death ICO 0 .2 .2 .6 .6-1. 1.-4. 4.-10. 10+ Total Trend test

l.iver & 155-156 0 4 2 1 3 0 0 10 .8) '

Call bladder E 3.3 2.5 1.3 2.1 0.5 0.4

Pancreas 157 0 7 8 4 6 2 5 32 .01)

E 10.4 8.0 3.7 6.9 1.7 1.4

Iung 162-163 0 29 32 19 33 11 5 129 .18

'E 40.9 31.4 15.7 28.8 6.8 5.3

Prostate 185 0 5 8 3 5 0 0 21 .82* '

E 6.9 5.4 2.7 4.3 1.0 0.8

Kidney 189 0 4 4 4 2 0 1 15 .14'

E 5.3 4.4 2.1 2.6 0.4 0.3

Other GU 186-188 0 1 3 2 4 0 0 10 .52

E 3.6 2.8 1.2 1.8 0.4 0.3

Brain 191 0 2 3 3 3 1 2 14 .15

E 3.7 2)5 1.6 4.2 1.1 0.9

i yu>phopoie tic 200-209 0 15 13 3 10 2 4 47 .11

E 14.7 11.2 5.8 10.9 2.5 2.0

t yo phon.a s 200-202 0 6 9 2 9 2 0 28 .67

E 8.9 6.8 3.4 6.4 1.4 1.1

f*oltiple 203 0 4 0 1 0 0 3 8 .009

Mr.:l t .,ia L 2.4 1.8 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.4

i y pr., tic 204 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 -

tr i e u!. eni a E 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1

[f Ibeloid 205 0 2 2 0 1. 0 1 6 .17
.

1i d ,naia E 1.0 1.4 0. !! 1.4 0.3 0.3

CJ 0:in:r 206-209 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 3 -

,

tv.phatic E 1.0 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.2 0.1
.
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C<,ntinuestion of Tat >le 2.

Oose Interval (flems)

Cause of death ICD 0 .2 .2 .6 .6-1. l.-4. 4.-10. 10t Total Trend test

All cosicer- 140-209 0 121 126 59 99 24 20 449 .13

E 145.9 112.0 55.8 96.7 22.1 17.5

L*
*

.

,..
'

-

4
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Table 3. 'uu nary of analyses by cause and period before death: adjusted coinulative doses and trend test p-values. *
.

cumulative dose in centirenis and p-value for trend test .# deaths
Cause of death (ICD) (exposed) at death death-S death-10 death-IS

{;en -c ance rs :

Infettive and (000-136) 18 93 (.76) 68 (.73) 46 (.63) 41 (.33)
parasitic

8enign dnd unspec. (210-239) 4 20 ( 76) 16 (.72) 8 (.71) 6 (.73)
neoplatms

Endoci ine & tilood (244-284) 40 234 (.30) 140 (.59) 71 (.58) 45 (.52)
1:ersons and sense (290-389) 21 146 (.52) 140 (.41) 96 (.39) 40 (.63)

organs

Cordiovascular (390-458) 1184 175 (.62) 133 (.58) 75 (.65) 39 (.84)
Respiratory (460-519) 107 125 (.53) 112 (.33) 71 (.49) 44 (.28)
Di,estive (S20-577) 86 182 (.48) 151 (.48) 88 (.38) 50 (.07)
HesiJue (580-796) SS 78 (.96) 63 (.95) 34 (.95) 21 (.93)
lxternal Causes (800-899) 145 152 (.30) 114 (.22) 45 (.91) 22 (.96)

! '. f 4 4 f t's -

Ibuth f. pharynx (140-149) 14 189 (.44) 118 (.31) 56 (.71) 29 (.79)
Stovath (151) 26 113 (.80) 95 (.81) 78 (.75) 40 (.7?)

1arte intestine (153) 50 151 (.71) 131 (.56) 85 (.23) 47 ( A4)
Le t t a.a (154) 16 157 (.56) 75 (.71) 51 (.60) 41 (.44)
Liver a jall bladder (155-166) 10 61 (.81) 31 (.84) 18 (.87) 17 (.82)
P.nu reas (IS7) 32 459 (.011) 316 (.043) 148 (.064) 51 (.13)
Iong (162-163) 129 187 (.18) 148 (.25) 93 (.14) 4 7 ( '> 3 )

Pco3 tate (lub) 21 117 (.82) 90 (.81) 57 (.78) 33 (.i.)
Eidney (189) 15 339 (.14) 233 (.10) 122 (.011) 29 (.44)

( othar CH (186-188) 10 133 (~52) 92 (.60) 69 (.45) 61 (.14).

f,(biain (191) 14 213 (.15) 148 (.39) 62 '.3?) 35 (.29)
7.)
Ol

,
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Lor.tinua tion o f Table 3.

cumulative dose in cc ' .. ems and p-value for trend test.# deaths
Cause of death (ICD) (exposed) at death death-5 death-10 death-IS

tyi.phopoietic system (200-209) 47 360 (.11) 314 (.12) 213 (.032) 104 (.003)
! yiiphoi.:a s (200-202) 28 109 (.67) 74 (.73) 59 (.54) 33 (.55)
flui t iple myeloma (203) 8 777 (.009) 707 (.001) 464 (.0001) 1,, ' 0901)
L yn;,iu t i c leulenia (204) 2 19 - 18 - 18 - 17 -

:;/eluid leukemia (205) 6 163 (.17) 121 (.54) 55 (.54) 32 (.43)
Other lya.phatic (206-209) 3 20 - 20 - 20 - 18 -

All cancer (140-209) 449 190 (.13) 148 (.22) 92 (.041) 47 (.07)

[172/ - 132 - 76 - 41 -All deaths: 2238
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/.?cendi/ Tctie i. Ccaths fecm nancreatic cancer (ICD 157) ameno ;iiita males
Han ford '.;orhers , 19 / <1 - 19 73.

.

Curula:ise dose (rem) Year of 1.ge at 5m?lcyment
:xoo cd ? at death at d:a:b-10 death death 1sr. vear L:st year _To;;l "e:

no 0 0 1949 23.4 1947 1948 1.7

no 0 0 19a9 52.3 1944 1945 1.0

no 0 0 1950 52.3 1944 19a5 0.1

no 0 0 1950 57.9 1944 1950 6.0

no 0 0 1952 59.9 1944 1945 0.3

no 0 0 1953 53.6 1947 1947 0.0

no 0 0 1953 55.3 1944 1945 0.2

no 0 0 1953 63.0 1945 1945 0.4

no 0 0 1954 70.3 1944 1945 0.3

no 0 0 1963 69.0 1944 1945 0.1

no 0 0 1964 48.1 1944 1944 0.0

no 0 0 1965 70.8 19a4 1945 0.6

no 0 0 i966 74.6 1947 1952 4.3

no 0 0 1967 66.9 1944 1944 0.7
no 0 0 1968 71 .8 1947 1948 1.1

no 0 0 1969 66.0 1944 1947 2.1

no 0 0 1970 .56.0 1944 1945- 0.3

no 0 0 1970 58.2 1947 1947 0.0
no 0 0 1972 52.7 19a8 1945 0.1

yes 0.01 0 1953 62.1 1944 1945 0.1

yes 0.01 0.01 1971 67.9 19a4 1945 0.2
yes 0.04 0.04 1964 66.5 1944 1953 9.0
yes 0.05 0.05 1967 26.9 1951 1953 2.0
yes 0.05 0.06 1971 69.2 1944 1945 0.3
ye: 0.07 0.07 1961 28.1 1947 1949 2.0
yes 0.12 0 1972 JS.6 1966 1967 1.0

yes 0.18 0.13 1959 76.5 1945 1947 2.9
yes 0.27 0 1958 55.7 1947 1952 10.2

s.s n.90 0.^S 10. 'i . :*+.0 '0.40 1 ^. . ' ~3~a ?
.

yes 0.31 0.10 1957 59.5 '9a4 1957 12.5

yes 0.34 0.2 1972 30.0 194a 1:a3 J.9
yes 0.41 0.la 1955 56.2 19'a 1055 l'.J

- - c.a- , n, e ,Js :n.. .: i . a c c .- i...-jab V, . ' . .,
d a . ,v - ss-

a
,,3, q e ,; 6 e -. .- 1 1., 3s. r .c;Ow v . '3J ! ,

* e, .. ,;;wa ..~v

''Ck,i
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Continua tian of Appendi < 1.
-

,

Cumulati te dose (rem) Year of Age at Emolcycent
5xcosed ' at death at death-10 death deatn 1st year Last year Total reare

yes 0.64 0.23 1964 46.7 19aa 1964 19.5

yes 0.71 0.42 1960 62.1 1947 1960 12.9

yes 0.73 0.47 1962 59.3 1944 1962 13.5

yes 0.74 0.37 1960 71.6 1944 1953 9.2

yes 0.88 0.88 1970 56.8 1944 1945 1.2

yo; 1.09 0.33 1963 C6.8 1944 1961 '6.3.

yes 1.24 1.24 1970 57.2 1945 1946 1.1

yes 1.49 0.59 1969 45.5 1945 1945 0.7

yes 1.C8 0.52 1970 53.7 19a4 1956 12.4

yes 1.72 1.22 1964 71.4 1944 1953 13.S

yes 1.77 0.76 1971 54.3 1946 1954 7.4

yes 4.58 2.05 1965 42.7 1943 1953 10.1

yes 5.05 % ~. W ,2.23 1971 61.1 1942 1971 27.7

10.11 w JL~/+ 0 1962 52.3 1955 1962 7.1cyes
o

. jes 10.75 A .c H .51 1964 63.3 1944 1961 16.6

21.98,w . e 2.32 1966 57.2 1947 1955 7.3eyes

yes 26.91 @ . 14.91 1971 65.7 1947 1965 15.2

yes 34.15 c .pl3.25 1968 63.1 1944 1968 23.3

_.> .A.. , 3
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/gpendix T:ble 2: Ceatns frc:n multinia myeloma (ICD 203) arccrg thite male
Hanferd workers , 1944-1973.

cuculatiye dc ? empioyment

year of age at total
E<ccsed? at death at death-10 death death 150 year last year years

no 0 0 1951 63.6 1944 1950 5.6

no 0 0 1968 76.6 1945 1945 0.4

no 0 0 1970 60.3 1944 1944 0.1

yes 0.09 0.09 1972 61.1 1944 1945 1.1 .

yes 0.15 0.15 1951 63.5 1944 1950 5.6

yes 0.13 0.18 1967 49.5 1944 1951 7.0

yes 0.23 0.23 1965 67.7 1945 1945 0.3

yes 0.85 0.55 1963 63.9 1945e' * # " 1963 13.2

yes 19.98 14.10 1971 70.2 1947 ' M 1964 16.7

yes 29.J4 10.51 1967 57.4 1947 A p W 67 19.1

yes 34.33 25.23 1971 71.3 1945 h 1965 20.0
A

.
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Preliminary ccmments en the new, expanded .'lancuso-Ste'.. rt-Kneale
,

proportional mortality study of Hanford plutonium workers

Charles E. Land

Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (MSK) have prepared a new proportional

mortality study of the Hanford plutonium workers, in preparation for the

current ccngressional hearings cn health effects of low-level icni:ing

radi a ti cn . ine pre,timinary report , attached) or. their new stuv,y c1 Ters. . -. . . . . - -

s

frcm their published report in several importanc ways. '..'h i l e I wo ul d

need access to their original data in order to evaluate the new stucy with

the same thcroughness as for the published study, the folicwing ccmments

may be helpful .
.

.

1. The new analysis is ccnfined to exposed workers, an improvement in

my opinicn. Mcwever, a less restrictive definition of "expcsed" has been

used than in the published analysis.

2. Among mala "exposec" wcrkers, the number of deaths has increased from

2154 to 3741 and the number of cancer deaths from 422 to 742. "any of :he

additional deaths cccurred after the cutoff date for the publisned study

(i.e., during 1974-1977), and others presumably were included because of
the new definition c' "ex:ased"

3. Deaths among female necters (:91 total, 39 cancers) have also been

includec.

a. A "antel-caens:21 :en tingency table analysi s of procor:" coal acr i 'it'
i.e :0 all ::.ncar, 'ay :..:.ui a t : ve cac a t dea :a , has :3cen e rfo rmed .

~;-
'
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analysis adjusts for pos ible confounding of dose with the " controlling>

factors" cex, age at death, year of d2a:h, monitored internal radiation,

and number of years exposed to radiaticn. A summary test statistic for

increasing trend with dose gives a one-sided p less than .05. If done

correctly this analysis is 'a considerable advance over the age-adjusted

analysis in the first paper. However, my own extensive experience with

this kind of analysis leaves me with a number of questions. For example, -

I am not sure abcut the effects of subdividing 332 cancer deaths and 2C32

total deaths into 1520 cells (7 dcce levels times 240 = 2x4x5x3x2 levels

of the controlling factors). I am certain that many of these ceils were

empty, and I v.cnder hcw empty cells, were treated. ( I Sid I^'A *N W ^ *# --

k & '' ' Non bbI> M' W ' '"f"~M ' * * '" 1 5 Th J hG anl sa ha;y
c.p<re ci . c _._ cu n A e 6, 3e t.x <1 e u g a. ho u N ,| g , ,g, ie a c r,s e
o$ec c: d Bro calv..m m. tron r.1l t an t'a mi\ d d re, , w r, u f p s w ,hees :, n,

. 5. The new treatment er i*nternal radiation, using another "antel-Haensrel

- analysis, is very nice. However, as in the published paper, most of the

" monitored positive" deaths were false positives, according to the radiation

safety people at Hanford (Ken Heid, perscnal ccmmunication) . f or'M Q-

s

Q 31 M s|: b M7f w $ d -A epSW
- ., 7 . - -- . -

W c4W )'.w . a >L.te: a ., 9 ;adw x.u.m . $ ' -Ms --

6. As in the published paper, the analyses with resoect to particular

cancers and gr;up: of cancers, other than the group, all cancers, were r,ot

adjusted for pcssible confounding of ccse with any of the centrolling fac:crs.

Thus lung cancer again is given as a radiation-relatad cancer in the Hanford

workers, wnen cur reanalysis of the da:a used for the publisncd recart incicated

ritner clearly that the reported relaticosnia was an artifa:: Of the increasi-~

trend in lung cancer incidence over time.

' ' . As before, the estimated cauai''; ccses are based On un Aus ec ~0ar

doscs and ;re inerefora s.10j;c ;; bi'M. 5xce t for I;ng ;UK;r, '" *"
,

k .,
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I doubt that tnis explains the smallness of the obtained estimates._'

8. MSK have improved thcir testing procedure by testing for dose relatien-

ships for four broad groups of cancers, as defined accaring tc an ICR?

cliaification of crgans according to sensitivity to radiation: organs of

established high sensitivity (bcne marrow and throid), apparent high

sensitivity (lymph nodes, reticular tissue, pharynx, lung, pancreas, s:cmach,

and large intestine), organs of low sensitivity, and "not classified" crgans

(including breast, bladder, and, according to MSX, the organs from which

lymphatic leukemia (IC3 204) and other hemapoetic cancers (ICD 206-209)

arise)(ICRP publication 14,1969). It is clear that the ICRP classification

of bcne marrow as an organ of established hign radiation sensitivity is

based on the generally observed association of myeloid leukemia risk to
.

-

radiation expcsure, but the suggestion to treat myeloid leukemia and multiple

myelcma- as a group -comes originally feca ICRP and not from MSK. On the other

hand, ICRP 14 seems clearly to place ICD codes 204 and 206-209 in the second

category, rather than the fourth.

9. Although the use of the fcur broad ICRP groups of cancer for initially

testing for radiation dose relationships is a sound strategy, .he strategy

of computing doubling doses for subgroucs of these cancers can be ceccativa.

It is not helpful to derive doucling dose estimates for mu' 'e ::tyelcm3

and myeloid leukcmia as a grouo. The logic seems to ucrk .;<e Onis: We

kncu bcnc marrow cancers are caused by radiation cecause mycicic laukemia

is caused by radiation. In the current stacj, ote nave an exccss c f 2 "cre

6#;qtno:
. 6 ),9
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marrow cancer (multiple myelcma) and, as a group, of all bone marrow cancers,

and so it somehow appears that an excess of myeloid leukeaig has been

demonstrated in the Hanford workers, when, in fact, one has not. f!cwhere

is there a discussion of the very intriguing question of why there should

be this strange reversal of the usual finding, excess myeloid leukemia and

not multiple myeloma. It is interesting that adding another 533 of cancer ,

deatns has not changed th;s fact. The same remark holds for the grouping of

cancers of the pancreas, stomach, and large intestine.

10. The problem faced by BISK is that they want to shcw that their results

are in the main stream of radiation carcinogenesis results as to the cancers

that are induced by radiation, but that because the dose range and the
_

amount of of fractionization of exposures are drastically di#ferent from

those in other studies, the quantitative as'pects of neir results are

di fferen t. If this argument is accepted, then it folicws that icw-level

occupational exposures are far more dangercus than had previcusly been

supposed. If their argument is not accepted, then a new hy;ctnesis is

required, that low-level, h-ighly fraccionated expcsures induce a differen:

spectrum of cancers than higner level exposures delivered in fewer fractions.

Scme other results also suggest such an hypothesis (e.g. , .'.'a tanaski et al ,

Am J E;id 101,199-210), but cbviously tne impact o f their resul ts .-cui d

be less using the second approacn because more logical steps .veuid be

required to reaca 7e desired conclusions.

11. Ir sa: mary, I feel that the ne.. analysis is betta- in ;c~e .1ys t9an

the puniished Onc, not least cocausc its scocc is ; cts broud. . s' the

:g4 <43O v u . <. o , .-
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defects of the published analysis are present in the new one, hoaever.

Analyses for effects other than all cancers are not adjusted for potencially

confounding factors, and the fact that the radiation relationships are

restricted to tso rather unlikely cancers, multiple myelcma and pancreatic

cancer, is obscured.

.
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